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1. Introduction
Free jets represent a very good benchmark for research in the physics of turbulent fluid flow. Numerical
and experimental investigations of planar, circular, rectangular and elliptic jets have been widely studied [1-3]. Good
mixing characteristics of noncircular jets increased the
attention of researchers to these types of jets. Among the
various types of noncircular jets, the triangular jet was extensively studied because many engineering systems can
be accommodated into this configuration. Typical examples include internal combustion engines, propulsion, spray
driers, laser machining of metals, mixing of chemical reactants, cooling of blades and others.
Xu and Antonia [4] examined axisymmetric nozzles’ jet flow configurations and observed that there was
slight improvement in fluid entrainment and jet spreading
rates of the circular nozzle as compared to the fully developed turbulent jet pipe flow. Recent studies showed an
immense increase in entrainment rate of asymmetric nozzles. Asymmetric nozzles promote higher entrainment and
jet spreading compared to their circular counterparts [4-7].
Mi et al [4] experimentally studied nine nozzle shapes of
circular and noncircular jets. They investigated the mean
and fluctuations of centerline velocity at a Reynolds number of 1.5 u 104. It is mentioned that the triangular nozzle’s
jet has a higher entrainment rate than the rectangular jet
[7]. Quinn [7] covered out experimental investigation of
isosceles triangular jet and showed that it has the best mixing enhancement characteristics among noncircular turbulent jets. Mean streamwise velocity and static pressure distribution on the jet centerline of the isosceles triangular jet
were obtained. All measurements were performed at Reynolds number of 1.84 u 105. Schadow et al [8] experimentally investigated the exhaust nozzles with sharp corners
(triangular exit cross-sections) for the purpose of passive
shear-flow control. One of the advantages of sharp-edged
non-circular geometries, such as the triangular nozzle, is
that large-scale turbulence is generated along the sides of
the nozzle, while small-scale turbulence is generated at the
vertices. Miller et al [9] studied noncircular jets numerically using direct numerical simulation. They investigated
the fluid dynamics of the flow field and combustion of a
variety of noncircular jets at low specified Reynolds number. The jets were discharged to a nonstagnant ambient.
Influence of jet cross-section on the flow and combustion
were studied and showed that the triangular jets have
higher mixing ability compared with the other noncircular
jets. Quinn [10] experimentally studied a triangular crosssection free jet and presented the contours of average and
fluctuating velocity component.
In the present research numerical investigation of
two interacting triangular jets, using two equation turbulence models is considered. Effects of vertex angle, Rey-

nolds number and distance between jets on mixing parameters and potential core lengths, have been studied. Numerical simulations were validated with experimental results
for a single three dimensional triangular jet. Due to their
robustness and efficiency eddy viscosity models (EVM)
are used widely to predict practical turbulent flow [11] and
the most popular EVM is the k  H models. k  H models
have been widely used to predict turbulent flow due to
their simplicity and lower computational cost in comparison with RSM and LES. Benhamza and Belaid [12] also
used the eddy viscosity model for their simulation. Despite
significant developments in the measurement techniques
and instrumentation, as well as in the numerical methods
with improved computing capacity, the study of two jets in
triangular geometry has not been reported yet. The objective of this paper is to fill this gap by performing numerical
simulations and reports an investigation of the influence of
inflow condition of triangular nozzles on the properties of
a triangular jets discharging into a large space. Another
issue, which has to be emphasized, is that the temperature
field was investigated too. The validation of the numerical
code was performed by comparing velocity profiles against
experimental measurements and satisfactory agreement
was observed. The region under consideration spans the
near- and far-fields, 0  x / De  100 . Thermo-fluid dynamics fields are studied using streamlines and contours of
velocity and temperature. In sections 2 and 3 mathematical
and numerical formulations are presented. Results of simulation are outlined in section 4, 5.
2. Mathematical models

In the present study, it is assumed that the fluid is
incompressible and Newtonian with temperatureindependent fluid properties. A numerical solution of the
mean flow and thermal fields requires resolving the continuity equation; Reynolds averaged Navier–Stokes equation
and time-averaged energy equation
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As it shown in equation (2) and (3), additional
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was entered in energy and Na-

vier-Stokes equations. Additional terms should be modeled. Boussinesq represent a fundamental equation that is
shown in Eq. (4). Some of turbulence models such as
k  H use this fundamental equation
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In Boussinesq approximation, the Reynolds stress
is related to the local velocity gradients introducing the
eddy viscosity Xt . The turbulence scalar quantities (k and
#) used to calculate Xt are determined from the following
modelled transport equations
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Transport equation for variable I in Cartesian
coordinate is written as
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In the above equation * I is diffusion coefficient
and represent viscosity and thermal diffusivity in momentum and energy equation, respectively. The nonuniform
collocated grid was used with the SIMPLEC [14] algorithm to correct the velocity field and to calculate the pressure field. Rhie-Chow interpolation [15] is used to prevent
pressure field oscillations. Diffusion terms are discretized
with the central differencing scheme. Van Leer [16] and
QUICK [17] scheme is adopted for the convective terms in
the momentum and energy equations. Discretized equations are solved iteratively using tridiagonal matrix algorithm. Convergence criterion is based on the sum of absolute residuals divided by the inlet fluxes. The residual in
convergence state is in order of 10-5. Schematic of considered geometry is shown in Fig. 1. Due to the existence of
strong velocity gradients around jets centerline, a nonuniform mesh of 120 u 90 u 80 is used for simulation of
the flow. The considered grid is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1 schematic of the geometry

where CP , C1 , C2 , V k and V H are empirical turbulence
model constants those cited in Table 1.
Table 1
Model constants in k  H turbulence model [13]
Constant

VH

Vk

cP

c2

c1

Value

1.3

1.0

0.09

1.92

1.44

Fig. 2 Adopted mesh and boundary conditions at symmetry
plane

Two dimensionless parameters that control the
characteristics of flow field and performance of jets are
Reynolds number and discharging moment at the inlet of
jet. Discharging momentum is introduced in to Eq. (10)
and simplified in Eq. (11)
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After simplification, the above equation is converted to Eq. (11)
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4. Results and discussion

There is no comparable experimental or numerical past data for the present study on turbulent triangular
jets. The solution procedure has been validated using a set
of experiment data of the triangular jet (Mi et al. and
Quinn) those selected from available literature and compared with results of numerical simulation. Fig. 3 shows a
comparison of centerline velocity of equilateral triangular
jet predicted by k  H models with experimental data [7] at
Reynolds number of 184000. As Shown in Fig. 3 that numerical simulation estimated the shape of the centerline
velocity profile quite well, but overestimated the magni-
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tudes of velocity at both near and farfield. As it can be
seen, there is good agreement between analytical and numerical simulation in the farfield region.

perature of jet is 392 K .The grid independency is performed for all simulations. Grid independency for centerline of upper jet is shown in Fig. 5. As it is shown in Fig. 5
by using more coarse mesh, result changes and the best
independent mesh is 100 u 80 u 70 .

Fig. 3 Comparison of experimental and numerical solution
for equilateral triangular jet
The decay rate of mean streamwise velocity in the
near flow field is presented in Fig. 4 to shed some light on
the nearfield mixing characteristics of the jets. The k  H
model performs worse prediction of the nearfield than the
farfield. In the nearfield region, rapid production of turbulence and changing velocity occurs; therefore the overestimation of centerline velocity is predictable. The near flow
field is a region of interest in practical jet applications,
such as in combustion. The length of the potential core,
among other parameters, is a better indicator of near field
mixing effectiveness in a jet. The potential core lengths of
isosceles and equilateral triangular jet in the present study
are 3.27 De , 3.1De , respectively. The potential core
lengths in the experiment [7] are 2.91De , 3.14 De and
3.50 De for the equilateral triangular jet, isosceles triangular jet and round jet, respectively.
Due to geometrical and physical symmetry, only
the flow field within the half domain shown in Fig. 1 was
solved numerically. Free boundaries at the outlet flow,

Fig. 5 Grid independency of numerical solution

J in

The structure of the solution at the Re 5000 ,
0.0392 and equilateral triangular jets with the same

hydraulic diameter with H = 10 De , are given in Fig. 6,
which shows the velocity vectors at the symmetry plane.
The flow entrainment from free boundaries to the main jet
can be seen clearly in this figure. It is evident from the
magnitude of the velocity vectors that gradient is the highest near the inlet of jets and resulting high production of
turbulence, which is then, diffused from the shear layers to
the jet centerline. The higher streamwise turbulence intensity values in the triangular jet flow, in the initial region,
provide further evidence of better near-field mixing in the
triangular jets.

Fig. 6 velocity vectors at symmetry plane

Fig. 4 Near field mean streamwise velocity decay on the jet
centreline
those are not in the streamwise, should be located at 15
times of hydraulic diameter outer from centerline of jet.
Outlet of streamwise is located 100 times of hydraulic diameter far from centerline of jet [18, 19]. All jets in this
study have 0.1 m hydraulic diameter. Boundary conditions
for temperature equation are 298 K for ambient and tem-

The dimensionless velocity and temperature contours at symmetry plane are presented in Figs. 7 and 8,
respectively. The contours of the velocity field indicate
how the jet spreads due to the strong shear layer effects.
The change of flow near the edge of jet is representative of
intense gradient there, which is the reason of jets spread at
unbounded domain. The temperature contours illustrate the
decrease of the jet temperature approaches to ambient temperature at farther locations. It is obvious from Figs. 7 and
8 that centerline temperature of the jets decays more rapidly than velocity. The transversal flow vectors at downstream location are shown in Fig. 9. Vectors of the mean
spanwise and lateral velocity shown in Fig. 9, describe
how secondary flow pattern, in the near and farfield, is
made up. This field shows the mass transfer from free
boundaries toward the jet. Having strong shear stresses on
the jet edges, another flow is inducted from the jet center
toward its edges that accelerates the jet spread in the infinite ambient. The base-side spreading leads to an inversion
of the shape of the jet at the downstream of jets. Moving
along the x-direction, the triangular jets will turn into a
circular one.
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Fig. 7 Dimensionless velocity contours at symmetry plane

Fig. 8 Dimensionless temperature contours at symmetry
plane
The combined effect of the spanwise and lateral
secondary flow is consistent with the faster spreading of
jets on its base side, as noted earlier. Mass entrainment
from the free boundaries to the main stream jet can be seen
in these figures. As a result of shear stresses, a radial flow
is formed from jet centerline to its edge, causing the expansion of the jet while moving downstream. Thus the
flow rate increases. The centerline normalized velocity and
the temperature decay curves along the centerline of upper
jet plotted in Fig. 10. It can be seen from this figure that
close to the nozzle the velocity and temperature possess a
constant value and further downstream their values decrease sharply over a short distance.

Fig 10 The centerline normalized velocity and temperature
of upper jet
Fig. 11 shows the rate of variation of normalized
entrainment flow along the jet. This parameter illustrates
the strength of the large-scale mixing process. As it is
shown in this figure the mass flow rate of about 21 times
greater than the discharge flow rate is entrained into the jet
over x / De 100 . In other words, the flow rate at
x / De 100 is 22 times greater than discharge flow rate.
Mass entrainment is computed by the flux summation of
cells located at the free boundaries.
The effects of Reynolds number on potential core
of the upper and lower jets are shown in Table 2. By increasing the Reynolds number as it shown in this table, the
potential core of jets increases. Due to increasing of Reynolds number while discharging momentum is constant,
viscosity should be decreased, therefore turbulence intensity at the nearfield decreases and potential core increases
by higher momentum.
Table 2
The effects of Reynolds number on potential core
Re
X ci upper / De

1000
2.36

5000
2.57

10000
2.64

50000
2.72

X ci downer / De

2.46

2.75

2.83

2.89

Fig. 9 Cross stream flow field at some X / De

Fig. 11 Entrainment rate for Re = 5000, H = 10De

The potential core length of lower and upper jet is
respectively equal to 2.75 and 2.57. In general, relative to
the one triangular jet; the centreline mean velocity of the
two jets decays more rapidly, implying increased entrainment of ambient fluid. The initial turbulence level is the
highest at the triangle's vertices [20]. Consequently, due to
smaller distance of lower jet centerline to the corners of
upper and lower jet its potential core decreases. The shorter potential core length of the jets indicates better nearfield mixing. Interaction between jets increases fine-scale
mixing, which is important for efficient chemical reactions
including combustion.

Fig. 12 Effects of distances between jets on velocity centerline
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Changing the distances between jets has been
considered by decreasing of distances to H 5 De at the
Re = 5000. Comparisons of entrained mass and velocity for
different distance are shown in Figs. 12 and 13. It is seen
from Fig. 12 that the jets at the nearfield, due to the closer
distance of jet’s centerlines, have more interaction and the
closer jets spread faster than farther jets; but in the farfield,
due to more mass entrainment from the free boundaries
than closer jets, velocity centerline is higher at the farther
jets. Consequently, large-scale mixing at the farther jets is
more than closer while it is vice-versa for small-scale mixing. Mass entrainment decreases due to bring close jets as
shown in Fig.13.
Changing the vertex angle of triangular jets for
understanding how it affects on mixing parameters is important. In this research three different vertex angle of 30,
60 and 120 degrees at the Reynolds number of 5000 and
H = 10 De are presented. Mass entrainment of these jets is
compared with each other in Fig. 14. Equilateral triangular
jet has more mass entrainment than isosceles, also its centerline velocity decreases faster than isosceles in the nearfield region. The potential core for isosceles is presented in
Table 3. At the farfield all the jets are similar to each other
and don’t have significant differences and it is in agreement with previous experimental studies for different nozzles [4].
Table 3
The effects of vertex angle on potential core
Vertex angle ()
X ci upper / De

30
2.91

60
2.82

120
3.06

X ci downer / De

3.05

2.93

3.15

Fig. 13 Effects of distance between jets on mass entrainment

5. Conclusions

The sensitivity of an incompressible, turbulent
free triangular jets flow to Reynolds number, distances
between the jets and vertex angle conditions is numerically
investigated. In this research effectiveness of k  H turbulence model for modeling of jets is examined with experiment and some of the specific conclusions are summarized
as follows:
1. Industrial application of the jets such as internal combustion engines and reactors uses the array of nozzles and triangular nozzles combine the ability to obtain
large-scale mixing in some geometry with the enhanced
smallscale turbulent mixing in other geometries. This
unique feature is important for the use in reactors where
the large-scale mixing is required to get large amounts of
the reactants together, while the small-scale mixing enhances the reaction rate by increasing the molecular contact.
2. It is found that due to the strong mixing of two
jets their potential cores decrease and also mass entrainment is more than one triangular jet.
3. Secondary flow in planes that are vertical to
symmetry causes flow from free boundary induces to domain. This induction at the vertex angle is more than triangular sides.
4. By increasing the Reynolds number at constant discharging momentum, the length of potential core
increases. At the higher Reynolds, momentum difference
of ambient and jet increases. Turbulence parameters and
mixing entrainment are higher in low Reynolds and these
are very important for combustion.
5. Temperature distribution is similar to velocity
profiles but its potential core is lower than the potential
core of velocity. This phenomenon shows that Reynolds
thermal fluxes are stronger than its stresses.
6. Farther jets have stronger mixing than closer
jets and mass entrainment decreases with increasing of
distance between jets.
7. In general, relative to the one triangular jet, the
centerline mean velocity of the jets decays more rapidly,
implying increased entrainment of ambient fluid. Of particular interest is equilateral jets, which appears to produce
the greatest mixing rates among all the jets investigated
because of shorter potential cores.
8. Different inlet condition does not have major
effects on the farfield while have great influence in nearfield.
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I. Chitsaz, B. Farhanich
DVIEJ TRIKAMPI KARŠTO SKYSIO IURKŠLI
DINAMIKOS TYRIMAS
Rezium
Atliktas trikampi karšto skysio iurkšli charakteristik skaitinis imitavimas. Pateikti lygiakraši ir
lygiašoni tt trij matmen iurkšli, esant skirtingiems
Reinoldso skaiiams ir atstumams tarp iurkšli, erdviniai

rezultatai. Svarbiausij lygi sistema pritaikyta nustatytoms ribinms slygoms, yra išsprsta baigtini tri metodu atitinkamai išdstant tinklel. SIMPLEC algoritmas
buvo panaudotas slgiui ir greiiui tirti ir svarbiausioms
tekjimo ir energijos lygybms nustatyti. Turbulentiniams
tempiams aproksimuoti naudojamas k– H modelis. Parodyti greiio ir temperatros laukai ir nustatytas j silpnjimo iurkšls ašyje greitis. Parodyti pagrindinis ir antrinis
srovi greiio vektoriai. Taip pat nustatyta skirtingo vertekso kamp taka trikampio skerspjvio iurkšli maišymuisi. Šiame darbe buvo tyrinti vertekso kampai nuo 30
iki 120°. Gauti rezultatai parod, kad iurkšl geriau suformuojama esant lygiakrašiam skerspjviui. Ypa daug
dmesio skirta Reinoldso skaiiaus (paremto hidrauliniu
skersmeniu), taip pat tekjimo slyg takai trikamps
iurkšls kitimui. iurkšls charakteristikos labai priklauso
nuo tekjimo slyg. Tekjimo rezultat grafikai rodo didel laisv iurkšls rib tak maišymui ir tekjimui. Palyginti su viena trikampe iurkšle, laisvas skysio mass
tiekimas šiuo atveju padidja, o potenciali aktyvioji zona
sumažja.

I. Chitsaz, B. Farhanieh
NUMERICAL INVESTIGATION OF THERMO-FLUID
DYNAMICS OF TWO TRIANGULAR JETS
Summary
This paper addresses the numerical simulation of
thermo-fluid characteristics of triangular jets. The results
of spatially developing, three dimensional jets from isosceles and equilateral nozzles at different Reynolds numbers
and distances between jets are presented. The system of
governing equations, subject to the proper boundary conditions is solved with the finite volume method with collocated grid arrangement. SIMPLEC algorithm was used for
the pressure–velocity coupling to discrete the governing
equations of flow and energy. The turbulent stresses are
approximated using k– H model. The velocity and temperature fields are presented and rates of their decay at jet centerline are noted. The velocity vectors of main flow and
secondary flow are illustrated. Also, the effect of different
vertex angles on mixing in triangular cross-section jets is
considered. The vertex angles that were considered for this
work were 30 to 120 degree. The results showed that the
jet entrains more with equilateral cross sections. Special
attention has been drawn to the influence of the Reynolds
number (based on hydraulic diameter) as well as the inflow
conditions on the evolution of the triangular jet. The inflow
conditions have considerable influence on the jet characteristics. The flow pattern results show strong mixing and
flow entrainment from free boundaries into the jet. In
comparison with single triangular jet mass entrainment
from free boundaries is larger and also potential core is
smaller.
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